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The challenge of translation in 
comparative survey research

ASQ approach: A measurement instrument is developed in one or 
language and exported to other settings via questionnaire 
translation. Fixes layout formatting and minimizes cultural 
adaptation.

Objective of questionnaire design and translation under  ASQ & 
3MC: measurement instruments administered across populations 
are functionally equivalent.

Functionally equivalent instruments yield to statistical equivalent 
data.

Questions should keep the concepts of interest the same across 
languages, preserve the item characteristics and maintain the 
intended psychometric properties (Harkness 2003).

How to assess whether or not a translated item is functionally 
equivalent before data collection?
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Translation decisions may affect data 
equivalence

Item characteristics likely influence measurement error: qualifiers, 
verbal labels, DK option, visual aid, balanced concepts, etc.

When the questionnaire is translated and its layout arranged item 
characteristics may vary as a result of the translation process -> 
Choices among different wording options, decisions about layout of 
visual aid

These variations may have an effect on the comparability with the 
source and with other versions, jeopardising statistical equivalence. 

Little research on objective criteria to decide among different 
translation options 

Objective criterion to decide among translation options: select those 
which preserve the item characteristics the same across languages.
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SQP Coding scheme

Saris and Gallhofer (2007) developed a coding scheme about the 
characteristics of a survey item (over 60)

Coding scheme in the Survey Quality Predictor software (SQP) at 
sqp.upf.edu

Item characteristics in SQP are predictors of measurement qualty

This coding scheme can be used as an additional step within the 
questionnaire's translation process to monitor equivalence across 
languages. 

If the characteristics of source and translated survey items are 
coded and compared, differences in the codes mean that features in 
the source and in the translated version differ from one another 
where research has shown that they affect equivalence.
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Taxonomy of a survey item in SQP software

Number of 
categories

Is there an 
instruction for 
the 
interviewer?

Is Q part 
of a 
battery?

Is Q 
balanced?

Is there an 
instruction for 
the 
respondent?

Number of 
words, syllables, 
nouns, abstract 
nouns. Is there a DK 

option? 

Showcards

Is the RS fully 
or partially 
labelled?

Mode of data
collection...
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5-step procedure SQP Coding

Introducing questions in SQP software: http:// sqp.upf.edu. 
Coding the source questions
Coding of translated questions
Comparison of measurement properties
Interpretation of differences and actions taken in the target text

Type of difference (source vs. translation) Action taken

A difference that cannot be justified e.g. 
number of response categories, leaving 
out a DK option or definitions of a scale.

The translation should be amended

A difference that may or may not be 
justified e.g. use of complete sentences in 
the scales instead of short texts. 

In some languages it is necessary, in 
some others this may be a fact of stylistic 
choice. 

Amendments in the translation are 
recommended to keep the principle of 
functional equivalence in translation if the 
language structure allows keeping the 
item characteristic the same.
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SQP Coding in the ESS R5-R8

National Coordinators oversee the translation process
TRAPD methodology
Semantic verification + SQP Coding

SQP Coding:
 Sample of items in R5-R8
 Process has helped to prevent differences
 Better translation annotations in the source questionnaire
 Detection of challenges faced by several languages
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Some differences that can be prevented (I)

Greek

Arabic

Source 
English

Dutch
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Source 
English

Hungarian

Greek

Some differences that can be prevented (II)
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Conclusions

A comprehensive inventory of item characteristics affecting 
measurement error are included in the coding scheme of the SQP 
software 

The coding scheme helps to collect and compare in a systematic 
way characteristics of survey items in different languages.

Therefore, one can use these codes to detect and prevent 
differences in the formulation of a question in different languages.

Not exempt from limitations, ways to improve are under research: 
SERISS Task 3.2 : http://seriss.eu/
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Translation quality assessment

TRAPD

Semantic verification

Back translation

Qualitative pretesting: cognitive interviewing, coding schemes

Quantitative pretesting: small-scale quantitative studies, split ballot 
experiments (bilingual individuals or alternative translations), coding 
schemes
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